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Introduction
On July 5, 2021 a major announcement from the scientific journal, Nature Ecology &
Evolutionii spawned further details in a featured article published online in the renowned
National Geographic Magazine about “a 51,000 year-old engraved bone suspected to reveal
Neanderthals’ capacity for creating art and symbolic behavior.”
This inspired me to share how, as an ancient rock art reader, I would analyze the images of
what is called the Unicorn Cave Bone and share a preliminary interpretation of photos from
the National Geographic July 5, 2021 article, “Were Neanderthals making ‘art’ in Europe’s
Fabled Unicorn Cave?” by Andrew Curry, the primary source of photographs for this
Preliminary Analysisiii. With extensive experience finding, cleaning, viewing and
interpreting small, hand-held paleo artifacts, I hope that some of the techniques I apply to
portable rock art may be applicable to the Unicorn Cave Bone. However, without actually
holding the bone in my hand, proposing an interpretation is at best challenging. One such
challenge was the pixilation effects of enlarging digital images, rendering this approach
unreliable when examining micro art, especially etchings and micro sculptures.
Accordingly, this analysis focuses on identifying potential appearances of intentional art
comprised of profiles/sculptures of head and animal variations and profiles (head
variants)iv when viewing the entire Unicorn Cave Bone.
Methodology for Analysis
A recent study by Nature Ecology & Evolution and reported in the National Geographic
online magazine (NG)v document a decorated bone found in the Unicorn Cave
(Einhornhöhle) in West Harz, Germany (UCB). The UCB is estimated to be ~50,000 years
old, made from the toe bone or phalanx of a deer and was reported to have been created by
Neanderthals.
Photos published by National Geographic were digitally
examined using PhotoScapeX program on a MacBook Pro,
enlarged and edited using brightness, contrast, drawing
and other image enhancement functions to emphasize
apparent artistic aspects of the low-resolution (~45 kb)
images.
Figure 1 National Geographic Side A (“front”) partial photo
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Figure 2 Side A (‘’front”). Notice lines.
Digitally enhanced NG photo

Figure 3 Side B (“rear”) with indentation
Digitally enhanced NG photo

Preliminary Findings
The UCB appears to be a multi faceted, 3-dimensional (3-D) series of sculptures and micro
sculptures that change as the object is moved/rotated. While definitive renditions of the
UCB can only be validated holding the 3-D object under proper lighting, overlays of the
photos presented in the National Geographic article vi depict a preliminary interpretation of
the UCB based on an ancient artistic platform previously documented by this researcher,
suggesting the UCB is a deliberate creation composed of imagery fashioned into ancient,
intentionally-crafted portable rock art.
The UCB appears to share the same ancient artistic platform as PRA, encompassing a 3-D,
moving creation comprised of work/carved head variants of predominately animal and
human-esq shapes. The UBC imagery remains perplexing because the fashioned bone is
comprised of shapes, and perhaps etchings and micro sculptures, that change as the object
moves. The author has previously documented analogous phenomena at a petroglyph sitevii
and in articlesviii,ix on portable rock art, aka familiar stones, anthropomorphic paleolithic
sculptures and artfacts (hereafter PRAx). Unlike stone examples of this artistic
platform/phenomena, the UCB is made of bone and was discovered in a cultural context.
Deciphering the UCB, like PRA, involves holding the object and moving it under side lighting
conditionsxi, neither of which this researcher has access to. Accordingly these preliminary
findings are speculative, especially identification of any micro sculptures or etchings,
because of the effects of pixilation of the low-resolution photographs used. Never the less,
the UCB appears to demonstrate basic aspects of this ancient artistic platform found
abundantly in PRA.
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Previously this researcher has identified five basic types of enhancements/attributes that
these 3-D hand-held creations exhibitxii, including (but not limited to): (1)
profiles/sculptures resembling a human and/or animal using the entire object, often
becoming a different image as it is rotated, the focus of this preliminary investigation. It is
less reliable to speculate on other prospective artistic features without higher resolution
photos, however other types of enhancements are mentioned in passing as avenues of
investigating the UCB: (2) micro sculptures are sculpted shapes/images on
facets/planes/appendages; (3) Etchings; (4) Multi-glyphs, where a single image
incorporates many connected images; and (5) artistic features associated with edges,
holes and indented/depressed surfaces.
Side A: Basic Shapes
To avoid designating the UCB with “front” and “rear” sides as identified in the NG article, I
choose to use Side A (front) and side B (rear) to describe the object.

When the ECB is position as pictured in Figure 1 it has an
overall appearance of a rounded-head profile facing to right
(shown in red). The deep cut lines, presumably etched,
segment Side A into distinct sections. These distinct sections
create opportunities discovering intentional art.

Figure 4 Side A profile. Digitally enhanced NG photo

A fundamental aspect of this
ancient art form is different
images appear as the object is
rotated. The left facing image in
Figure 4 and 5 becomes
transformed when the UCB is
rotated 180O, as shown in the
Figure 6 rendition facing left.

Figure 5 Side A profile facing
left when rotated 180 o

Figure 6 Side A profile facing right
Digitally enhanced NG photos
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Perhaps the most recognizable Side A profile
can be discerned when the UCB is positioned
about 90O clockwise, showing the same
imagery as Figure 5 from a different angle. In
this drawing, different “sections” of the UCB
including are distinguished from the green
(main profile with large teeth) with dark
orange segment below and above image in
green, along with three distinct sections in
whitish overlay, with speculative details.

7 Side A profile facing right turned 90 O clockwise. Digitally enhanced NG photo
Side B Basic Shapes

Figure 8 Side B profile facing left
Digitally enhanced NG photo.

Figure 9 Side B showing two profiles
Digitally enhanced NG photo.

Side B imagery suggests a short beak, bird-like representation. While no analogous actual
bird with similar-shaped beak or large eye has been identified, one must consider the
possibility that the overall shapes sometimes are representational imagery.
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PRA teaches that a single object can contain multiple images using different sides. Figure 9
postulates a second right-facing profile, perhaps using the same darken area “eye as the
previously identified left-facing image.
As demonstrated with Side A, when the UCB Side B is rotated, new images are discernable
that were not apparent in another position. Figure 10 depicts an open mouth caricature
facing to the left (yellow highlight), employing the shallowed darker areas as the open
mouth and eye. In purple, a prospective animal image facing right, with entire right side
facet suggesting a wide open mouth. Both images appear to use the same shallowed “eye”.

Figure 10 Side B rotated 90 O counter-clockwise. Digitally enhanced NG photo
Conclusion
A preliminary examination of low-resolution photographs suggests that the UCB exhibits
attributes of portable rock found abundantly throughout North Americaxiii and Europexiv.
The author suggests that the UCB is composed of an analogous artistic platform as PRA,
comprised of worked/carved head variants, most notably birds and human-esq shapes. As
a result of the UCB dating, questions arise about the origins of a here to fore unrecognized
3-D artistic platform. Holding the object, with higher resolution photos may validate UCB
imagery, especially as it is rotated.
It should also be noted, referencing a quote from the National Geographic article describing
the discovery of “…… tool-shaped stones……in the cave”xv; that the Unicorn Cave is an
opportune location for finding portable rock art with similar-style, intentionally created
enhancements as the UCB.
Carell, July 21, 2021
Carell@NewHistoryOfAmerica.com
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